


THE VALUE OF TRIALS AND TESTS
JAMES 1:2-4

What an intro—BOOM—“Hi, I am James the brother of Jesus, put your 
big boy and big girl pants on and get ready to be tested!”

In the Bible, we find the stories of God’s people who turned disaster and 
defeat into victory, and tests and trials into tales of triumph. 

 Instead of being victims, they became victors.

 James tells us that we can have this same experience today. 

 No matter what trials/tests may come on the outside, as we see in 
verses 1-12;

 Or the temptations we face on the inside, as we find in verses 13-27;

 Through faith in Christ, we can experience victory. 

The result of this daily victory is spiritual maturity.



PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING v. 2
Outlook determines outcome, attitude determines action. 

 Notice God tells us here to expect trials, not reject trials.

 It is not “IF” you fall into various trials or tests, but “WHEN” you fall into 
various trials or tests. 

 The believer who expects the Christian life to be easy is in for a real shock; 
Jesus actually warned His disciples, “In the world you will have tribulation.”
John 16:33 

 The Greek word poikílos, translated “diverse” or “various,” means 
multicolored, variegated, multitudes, manifold.

 Satan fights us, the world opposes us, our own flesh entices us; and this 
makes for a life of battle.

 The phrase “fall into” does not mean some stupid accident or a pit that was 
unavoidable; it is best to translate it “encounter or come across.”



THE RIGHT COLUMN MATTERS
What column you place your trials and tests in on the spreadsheet of your life 
matters. The key word in verse 2 is count.

It is a financial term, and it means “to evaluate.” In accounting, place in 
the right column on the spreadsheet of your life.

Paul used “count” several times in Philippians 3. 

 Are you placing your tests and trials in the Garbage or Gold column?

 When we face the trials of life, we must evaluate them in light of what God 
is doing in our lives, not in light of what these things are in relationship to 
other people’s life experiences, good or bad.

 Our internal values determine our external evaluation of most things.

If we use the wrong box, if we live only for the present and 
forget the future; then trials will make us bitter, not better.



HOW IN THE WORLD DO WE DO THAT?
The second imperative here in these verses explains how to have joy!

 “TO KNOW”—having an understanding mind. James 1:3

 What do Christians know that makes it easier to face trials and benefit from 
them? True saving faith is always tested.

 When God called Abraham to live by faith, He tested him in order to 
increase his faith, so that his journey and its trials accomplished God’s plans 
for him. 

 GOD ALWAYS TESTS us to bring out the best; SATAN TEMPTS us to bring out 
the worst. 

“For our light affliction, which is but for a moment, works for us a far more 
exceeding and eternal weight of glory.” 2 Cor. 4:17

FROM GOD’S PERSPECTIVE, TESTING WORKS FOR US, NOT AGAINST US.



PERFECTED BY PATIENCE v. 4
 Notice the basic purpose of testing and trials is to mature us.

 Testing is a process, and the tool of the test is often trials; often a lifelong 
test with a series of interconnected trials! 

 These tests and trials will likely go on and on until full maturity is reached, 
and we become people of maximum demonstrable Christian character—
we are complete or perfect!

 The word for “perfect” in verse 4 is the Greek word telios.

• It indicates something that has reached its desired end, something that 
is finished. It carries the idea of being fully developed, of being 
complete, or of being fully initiated.

• In view here is patience leading to perfection in performance—a 
“perfect work.”



PATIENCE . . . THE SECRET TO LACKING NOTHING
Patience is a farmer’s word. 

Patience is a photographer’s word.

Patience is an astronomer’s word.

Patience is a fruit-harvesting word.

Patience is actually one of God’s favorite words.

The truth is, it takes a long time to bring a person to full maturity in Christ; 
that long time is a Christian’s lifetime of sanctification.

 But we don’t like things that take time. We live in the day of instant 
gratification, fast-food restaurants, instant internet news, instant on-
demand entertainment, instant social media updates.

 Unfortunately, we carry this desire for instant results right into our 
sanctification process.



THE VALUE OF TRIALS AND TESTS IS PATIENCE!

God wants to produce in us patience, endurance, and the ability to keep going 
when things are tough in our lives.

“We glory in tribulations also: knowing that tribulation works patience; and 
patience, experience; and experience, hope.” Rom. 5:3-4 

 In the Bible, patience is not a passive acceptance of circumstances; it is a 
courageous perseverance in the face of suffering and difficulty.

 Immature people are always impatient; mature people are patient and 
persistent. 

 Impatience and unbelief usually go together, just as faith and patience do.

Tests and trials are meant to make you, not break you. You will never be 
complete until you have been around God’s test track a few times!


